Previous studies have demonstrated that while the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is an intrinsic feature of the atmosphere it projects strongly onto the ocean and sea-ice properties and circulation. This study investigates the extent of 'back interaction' whereby these oceanic SAM anomalies feed back to the atmosphere. A comparison between atmosphere-only and full coupled climate models demonstrates that interactive air-sea interactions in the coupled system act to increase the persistence of the SAM in the atmosphere. To identify the nature of feedback from the ocean to the atmosphere, ensemble experiments are carried out in both atmosphere-only and full coupled models whereby a continuous SAM-like sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly is imposed. Both coupled and uncoupled experiments show a direct thermal response that affects the lower tropospheric temperature and surface meridional winds. An indirect upper troposphere-wide response is also seen whose characteristics are sensitive to the coupling. For the uncoupled experiment a negative-phase SAM SST perturbation produces an indirect atmospheric response that projects strongly onto the SAM. A positive-phase anomaly, however, shows little robust response away from the local heating at the surface. The coupled experiments however do show linearity with respect to the sign of the anomaly. However, the response is considerably weaker than the uncoupled case and the projection of the response onto the SAM mode is poorer. Nonetheless we find a clear persistence of the SAM at interseasonal time-scales that relies on air-sea coupling and cannot be reproduced in unforced atmosphere-only experiments. This demonstrates that the ocean plays a role in modulating the Southern Annular Mode at these timescales. 
Introduction
There is a growing effort to predict the future state of the intrinsically chaotic atmosphere in terms of more predictable, slowly-varying, external forcing. Candidates for these include seasonal to inter-annual changes in the mean state of the ocean, and gradual changes in radiative forcing due to an enhanced greenhouse effect or altered atmospheric chemistry. For tropical variability, most notably the Southern Oscillation, there is a clear connection between changes in sea surface temperatures (SST) and the overlying atmospheric circulation. As the atmosphere is readily overturned in the tropics, surface anomalies are effectively transmitted through the atmosphere. This is not the case at higher latitudes where the atmosphere is more stably stratified. Nevertheless there is a growing consensus that there does exist a significant albeit weak influence of the ocean on the atmospheric circulation outside of the tropics. Much of the research on the feedback from the ocean to the atmosphere in the extratropics has focussed on the Northern Hemisphere and in particular the Northern Annular Mode. Magnusdottir et al. (2004) for instance, uses long integrations of an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) forced with a control climatology with a superimposed perturbation based on an exaggerated trend in North Atlantic SST or sea-ice extent.
They find a weak positive feedback associated with the SST perturbation, however only a small fraction of the full NAO trend is explained. The sea-ice perturbation produces a considerably stronger response, however the resultant trend is of the wrong polarity indicating a significant negative feedback. Using an SST perturbation of reversed polarity significant non-linearities in the response with respect to the sign of the perturbation are seen. Further analysis by Deser et al. (2004) shows that the response can be split into an indirect component which projects onto the leading mode of natural variability -the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) -and a residual, direct, component that represents the local thermal response to the SST anomaly resulting in a modified surface baroclinicity.
A number of studies also find additive non-linearity when combining perturbations from different regions (e.g. Sutton et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2002; Robinson and Peng, 2003) . For instance, the atmospheric response to an NAO-like SST forcing is significantly different from the additive response to the separate subtropical and extratropical part of the same SST pattern. This is despite the fact that the resulting anomalous heating and zonal flow exhibits additive linearity (Robinson and Peng, 2003) .
These results are generally consistent with findings of earlier Northern Hemisphere studies as reviewed by Kushnir et al. (2002) . They find that modelling studies generally show a significant large-scale extratropical SST influence on atmospheric variability although the responses are relatively weak compared to the magnitude of the intrinsic atmospheric variability. The non-linear interaction between transient eddies and the atmospheric mean flow that excite and maintain the dominant modes of variability are also implicated in any response to SST anomalies. As a result, a large part of any response often projects onto the these dominant atmospheric modes. The direct linear response is primarily confined to a local, near-surface thermal response.
There is also evidence that the dominant mode of Southern Hemisphere variabilitythe Southern Annular Modes (SAM) exhibits a certain degree of 'back interaction' from the ocean to the atmosphere. The SAM represents a zonally-symmetric shift in the strength and position of the subtropical jet, with a positive SAM phase corresponding to a stronger more poleward contracted jet and a negative phase corresponding to a weaker lower-latitude jet. The SAM shows significant signatures in oceanic and sea-ice properties and circulation (Hall and Visbeck, 2002; Holland et al., 2005; Sen Gupta and England, 2006) . Watterson (2001) examined SAM behaviour in multi-century runs of an atmospheric model forced by a monthly climatology, coupled to a slab ocean and coupled to a full ocean general circulation model (OGCM). With an interactive ocean, Watterson (2001) finds a feedback from the ocean to the atmosphere that on short timescales affects lower tropospheric temperatures, but on interannual timescales has a significant effect on tropospheric zonal winds. On interdecadal timescales the ocean coupling explains a large fraction of the variability. Zhou and Yu (2004) used the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) CAM2 AGCM to see if, by prescribing historical SST, the model shows any skill in reproducing the observed SAM signal. They show some reproducibility particularly in the austral summer.
However, they ascribe much of the model's success to variations in tropical Pacific SST and the resulting teleconnections to high latitudes rather than to local ocean feedbacks at the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes.
Sen Gupta and England (2006) use output from a 200yr present-day control run of the NCAR CCSM (Version 2, the forerunner to the model used in this study) to investigate the response of the ocean and sea-ice to SAM variability. A heat budget analysis demonstrates that the SAM is associated with anomalous oceanic meridional heat advection (via Ekman transport), surface heat fluxes and changes in mixed-layer-depth, which act in phase to imprint a strong circumpolar SAM signature onto SST. Lagged correlations show that although the SAM is mainly controlled by internal atmospheric mechanisms, the thermal inertia of the ocean re-imprints the SAM signature back to surface air temperatures (SAT) on timescales longer than the initial atmospheric signal. SAM driven sea-ice anomalies also persist for many months as a result of an albedo feedback mechanism. In the present study, we further investigate the role of the ocean-atmosphere interaction to see if there is any significant response beyond the direct thermal link to the lower troposphere. For this purpose, a series of uncoupled and coupled experiments are performed using the NCAR CCSM (Version 3) in which SAM-like perturbations are added to the ocean. The intrinsically noisy atmospheric circulation requires the use of large ensembles to identify statistically robust responses -particularly when the back-interaction in the extratropics is thought to be weak (Kushnir et al., 2002; Watterson, 2001 ). To our knowledge this is the first attempt to apply to the SAM the same perturbation techniques used to investigate air-sea coupling in the NAO. In addition, while a number of studies use comparisons between coupled and uncoupled GCMs to investigate the role of coupling in ocean-atmosphere interaction (e.g. Kushnir et al., 2002; Watterson, 2001) , we attempt to directly excite a SAM response in the atmosphere through the application of annular wind perturbations within a full coupled climate system. The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. In section 2 we briefly introduce the CCSM climate model and describe the way in which perturbations were applied and the ensembles implemented within the coupled and uncoupled systems. In section 3 we compare natural variability runs for a number of coupled and uncoupled runs and describe results from the uncoupled (section 3.1) and coupled (section 3.2) ensemble perturbation experiments. Final a summary and conclusions are presented in section 4.
Methodology
Ocean-atmosphere coupling associated with the SAM is investigated in the NCAR, Community Climate System Model Version 3.0 (CCSM3). This is a coupled climate model with interactive components representing the atmosphere (CAM3, , the ocean (POP, Danabasoglu et al., 2006) , sea-ice (CSIM, Briegleb et al., 2004) , and the land-surface (CLM2, Oleson et al., 2004 SST climatology a constant SST anomaly was imposed based on the regression pattern of monthly SST anomalies onto the SAM index (from the PD run). The SST perturbation corresponds to a three standard-deviation SAM anomaly (Fig. 1) . The large magnitude provides a better chance to extract a robust response from the noisy atmospheric signal.
Forty positive and forty negative ensemble experiments were conducted. Five ensemble members were started with the perturbations beginning a day apart between January 1 st and January 5 th . In addition, eight different starting years were used between 5 and 10 years apart (giving the total of forty ensemble members). Each ensemble member was integrated for 3 months. Experiments were limited here to a single season in order to exclude seasonal factors from influencing the ensemble set. The austral summer period was chosen as the SAM index shows enhanced persistence at this time of year. This seasonality is further discussed below.
An additional set of perturbation experiments were carried out using the full coupled model. Here a time-varying wind stress anomaly, based on a linear interpolation between twelve monthly perturbation patterns, was added in such a way that only the ocean was directly affected by the perturbation (via an altered Ekman transport). The atmosphere is only indirectly affected by the resulting changes in heat fluxes due to the modified SST distribution. The monthly wind stress anomalies were based on the regression of wind stress onto the SAM index from the PD integration. A perturbation corresponding to a two standard deviation SAM was used in this case. This produced an SST perturbation of similar magnitude (i.e. 3x standard deviation SAM) to that prescribed in the uncoupled ensemble experiment. This is possible as a continuous wind stress is applied that causes SST to gradually build up across the sharp temperature fronts of the Southern Ocean, until a balance is reached with the surface heat fluxes. Twenty positive and twenty negative ensemble experiments were carried out each starting on the 1 st January of successive years.
Each ensemble member was integrated for 6 months.
Comparisons are made between ensemble means of the positive (P), negative (N) and control (C) runs. By comparing positive and negative ensemble means we have the potential to effectively double the amplitude of the perturbation; assuming that there is a degree of linearity with respect to the sign of the perturbation. For the uncoupled experiments a 50-year unperturbed atmosphere-only run was used to provide control ensemble members.
A standard t-test is used to assess the statistical significance of the differences between the means. Note that both these configurations of ensemble experiments -whether coupled or uncoupled -are used to explore the potential for ocean-atmosphere feedback in the SAM.
Results

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the simulated (PD experiment) and observed
European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF; Gibson et al., 1996) sealevel pressure (SLP) regression onto the SAM index. Following Sen Gupta and England is again more prominent in the observations. In the zonal average the simulated SAM has a larger magnitude particularly for the midlatitude maximum (Fig. 2c) . Surprisingly, this is at odds with the higher resolution transient 20th Century ensemble runs of the CCSM3, which have the CCSM SAM response considerably weaker than that of the NCAR-NCEP reanalysis (Raphael and Holland, 2006) . Power spectra of the SAM indices ( Fig However, the three runs that lack an interactive ocean and cryosphere show a loss of power at interannual timescales. This feature has also been seen in coupled and uncoupled versions of the CSIRO climate model (Watterson, 2001) . Watterson (2001) goes on to show that in a simple model of the oceanic mixed-layer thermal response to stochastic atmospheric vacillations, the low frequency power in the atmospheric variability is only successfully captured by allowing the ocean component to feedback to the atmosphere.
Analogous Northern Hemisphere modes of variability have also been shown to be affected by coupled air-sea interactions (Kushnir et al., 2002 ). An interesting feature of the three uncoupled power spectra is a significant peak at about 6 months. Taken in isolation one would expect around 5% of the spectrum to exceed the 95% confidence level. However, the fact that all three experiments show extra power at this timescale is suggestive of a robust biannual modulation of the SAM index. This is possibly a result of the modulation of the SAM variability by the semi-annual oscillation (SAO), which is well represented in CCSM3 (Raphael and Holland, 2006) . The SAO is a seasonal-scale mode with a similar spatial structure to the SAM but is associated with a biannual modulation of the tropospheric zonal temperature gradient (Loon, 1967) . It is unclear why this peak is not also present in the coupled simulations. and without coupling to a dynamic ocean and cryosphere. In the uncoupled integrations there is little persistence of the SAM index beyond about 2 months. This is extended by many months in the case of the coupled system. To verify that this is not just an artifact of the shorter lengths of the uncoupled integrations, the long PD control simulation was split into 4x50 year sequential segments. Each of these 50-yr segments showed an autocorrelation decay timescale consistently longer (order 4-6 months) than the SAM index in the 50-year uncoupled integrations (order ∼2 months). Lagged autocorrelations were also calculated for the PD integration but with certain seasons removed from the SAM index timeseries (Fig. 4b) . This clearly shows a greater persistence in the index with the April to June or July to September seasons removed, that is, the greater persistence is primarily driven by mechanisms occurring in the austral summer. As this corresponds to the time of minimum ice-extent, this suggests that it is the coupling with the ocean, rather than with dynamic sea-ice, that is of primary importance to any positive feedback into the atmospheric mode of variability. It is possible that seasonality in the SAM variability is also a factor, particularly as the greatest variance in the PD experiment is seen in January. However, variations are relatively small and do not show a smoothly varying seasonality.
Uncoupled Experiments
As both the atmospheric and oceanic manifestations of the SAM have a high degree of zonal symmetry we will often only present zonally-averaged fields in the following analyses. is there a small region that is statistically significant (Fig. 5e ). This corresponds to the nodal point in the SAM response where variability is small anyway -so little confidence should be attached to this. It should also be noted that even though a 3 standard deviation SST perturbation was imposed, the negative experiment shows a response that is slightly weaker than a one-standard deviation SLP SAM response (compare with red line in Fig.   5c ). Similar results are seen for the zonal and meridional wind responses (Fig. 6 ). Only the negative ensemble experiments show a response that projects significantly onto a negative SAM -with a magnitude similar to a one standard deviation SAM response. The meridional wind response is generally consistent with the surface signature of the zonal response, where
in the boundary layer surface drag deflects the geostrophic zonal wind to give a meridional component to the winds. The anomalous northerly wind to the north of 45
• S does however appear to be shifted southward compared to the SAM regression. A small statistically significant response region of northerly wind is also seen for the positive experiment near
45
• S where the SAM regressed meridional wind shows a region of weak wind anomaly. This is discussed further in the next section. Finally, the temperature response is shown in Fig.   7 . Away from the area directly affected by the SST perturbation, the response is consistent with previous results; namely, a significant positive feedback from the negative experiment and only a weak feedback in the positive experiment. Near the surface however, extending through to heights of ∼1km, a superimposed temperature anomaly is evident for both the positive and negative experiments that mirrors the surface temperature perturbation in the ocean.
Coupled Experiments
It is conceptually more difficult to add perturbations within a coupled system. Any anomalies that are added outside of the system's boundary conditions (in the coupled case this is only the radiative forcing) will not be physically consistent. Internal perturbations are however commonly used in the form of flux adjustments when a coupled model shows a consistent bias and drifts away from a realistic climate, although these adjustments are not used in the CCSM. Here, we apply a double standard deviation SAM-like wind-stress anomaly in such a way that only the ocean dynamics are directly affected (see Figs. 8a,b ).
This acts, via Ekman transport, to advect the surface layers to the north at high latitudes and to the south at mid latitudes (Fig. 8c) . The mostly meridional advection of heat produces a SAM-like SST pattern (Fig. 8d ) that builds in magnitude until a balance is achieved through surface heat flux losses and oceanic mixing. The magnitude of the resulting response can be significantly larger than that generated through normal atmospheric variability as we are imposing a large continuous perturbation that allows the response to gradually build up over time. While wind anomalies in nature also directly affect surface heat fluxes and the shallow mixed layer depth (via wind-driven turbulence) these effects are not directly considered here. Instead we focus on wind anomaly experiments wherein only ocean circulation, via Ekman transport, is directly affected. Nevertheless, the resulting SST response is similar in magnitude and distribution to the imposed (3-times standard deviation) SST perturbation used in the uncoupled experiments (see Figs. 8e,f).
The atmospheric temperature response is shown in Fig. 9 . A number of important differences compared to the uncoupled experiments are immediately evident. First, away from the area directly affected by the oceanic heat anomaly, the response is generally weaker than for the uncoupled positive minus negative (P -N) or positive minus control (P -C)
results. This is despite the fact that both sets of experiments had very similar ocean SST responses and that the uncoupled positive experiment showed little significant response. In the coupled experiment, a comparison between the positive and negative ensemble means with the control ensemble mean demonstrates that, unlike the uncoupled experiments, there
is an approximately linear response with regard to the sign of the perturbation. To investigate the effect of the ensemble size on the confidence that can be placed in the coupled experiment results, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed on the larger uncoupled ensemble set. Here, we randomly selected 20 ensemble members out of a possible 40 -to match the coupled ensemble size -for each of the positive and negative experiments and formed ensemble mean differences. This procedure was repeated 1000 times. The results at the height of the midlatitude temperature maximum (∼400mb) are shown in Fig. 10 . While most of the cases showed a temperature maximum at a position similar to that of the the regressed temperature, approximately 10% of the 1000 cases show a temperature maximum that was closer to that of the coupled experiment. In addition, where the maximum is in this more southward position (Fig. 10b ) the response is on average weaker than the response associated with the more northward position consistent with the SAM regressed response (Fig. 10b) . The associated full height temperature (Fig. 10c,d ) and velocity ( fig. not shown) responses also indicate that for the cases associated with the more southerly upper tropospheric temperature maximum, there are also weak full-height temperature and zonal wind response patterns that are similar to the coupled response. This analysis demonstrates that there is a small probability that due to the smaller ensemble size the coupled experiment response is not truly representative.
The coupled model response in the zonal and meridional wind field is shown in Fig.   11 . The zonal wind response shows a distinct resemblance to the associated SAM response, however the signal is of a considerably smaller magnitude and the upper tropospheric minimum is shifted about 5
• in latitude to the south. Only this peak is statistically significant at these altitudes. A small area at the surface, centred near 45 • S, is also significant for both zonal and meridional wind components. The meridional response shows a positive anomaly in this region similar to the one clearly seen in the uncoupled positive experiment -wherein there was no evidence of a SAM-like atmospheric response. This suggests that, rather than being the surface signature of the modified upper tropospheric zonal jet (which is the case for the SAM response), the surface meridional wind is more a consequence of the direct thermal response common to all the experiments. This enhanced meridional wind is consistent with rising and falling air to the north and south respectively, resulting from the modified SST below. An anomalous pressure gradient is then set up that, coupled with the surface drag, drives the ageostrophic meridional surface flow. Figure 12 shows the ensemble-averaged evolution of the temperature and zonal wind over the six months of the coupled integrations for the positive minus negative ensemble means. The direct thermal response builds up over a period of 4-6 weeks as the SST response develops through the meridional advection of heat. There appears to be a considerable lag before the zonal wind response reaches its maximum magnitude. This is curious as the atmosphere generally responds on short synoptic timescales. It is possible that some threshold thermal response must by reached for the nonlinear dynamics to become important and produce the enhanced upper tropospheric response. It may however just be an artifact of the intrinsic variability that is still evident despite the ensemble averaging. This is probably the cause of the short term drop in the response strength near the end of the integration. It is also possible that the atmospheric response may be sensitive to the seasonal mean-state or to the details of the time-varying wind-stress perturbation. Future work will address the impact of seasonality on the atmospheric response in the Southern Annular Mode.
Summary and Conclusions
This study aimed to identify any dynamic coupling between the ocean and atmosphere A local thermal response is evident in all the experiments considered, producing a weak meridional temperature gradient that extends vertically to heights of ∼1km. There is an associated weak meridional wind response close to the sea surface that can be explained by anomalous rising and descending air over the regions of elevated and depressed SST.
While this local response is common to all experiments after an initial development phase of a few weeks, a remote response is less consistent. The uncoupled experiments showed a non-linear response with respect to the sign of the perturbation. This is a common feature of many of the similar Northern Hemisphere experiments undertaken by others (e.g. Kushnir et al., 2002; Deser et al., 2004; Magnusdottir et al., 2004) . This non-linearity is thought to stem from the high atmospheric sensitivity to the position of the heating, relative to the mean flow. In addition, there is an inherent non-linearity in the depth of heating produced by the positive and negative SST anomalies associated with the modified atmospheric stability above the perturbed region. The negative SAM-like SST perturbation results in an atmospheric anomaly (in the ensemble mean) that projects strongly onto a weak negative SAM. Near the surface the SAM-like response is modified by the direct thermal response.
The positive SAM perturbation in contrast shows no significant response away from this area of direct thermal influence.
The coupled model experiments do show a linear response when the sign of the perturbation is reversed. However, the negative-phase SAM response is considerably weaker in the coupled experiments than for the negative SAM uncoupled simulations. In addition, the position of the temperature maximum (minimum) and the more northern upper tropospheric zonal wind minimum (maximum) is shifted southward compared to the SAM regression for the positive (negative) perturbation. This relatively weak coupled response does not contradict the finding of enhanced SAM persistence seen in the coupled compared to uncoupled 'natural variability' simulations (Fig. 4) . In the case of the uncoupled ensemble experiments the addition of an SST perturbation is somewhat akin to having a dynamical response in the ocean setup by the SAM. A Monte Carlo analysis of the larger uncoupled ensemble set suggests that there is a small probability that the coupled response is unrepresentative of the true response, as a result of the smaller ensemble size.
It is also important to remember that the coupled system includes a dynamic sea-ice that may considerably alter the atmospheric response. For example, in the Northern Hemisphere have a disproportionate effect on the response. The increased importance associated with low latitude anomalies is noted for the SAM by Zhou and Yu (2004) and for a number of
Northern Hemisphere experiments (e.g. Peng et al., 2002; Robinson and Peng, 2003) . This, together with the responses sensitivity to different seasons, will be addressed in future work.
While the simulated spatial pattern of the SAM is very similar to observations, the temporal characteristics in the coupled model system are not as well represented. The simulation exhibits an exaggerated increase in the power of low frequency variability. In addition, the oceanic response to the SAM (Fig. not shown) appears too strong and more zonally symmetric than observed. This suggests that the air-sea coupling may be too strong in the model. While the ocean feedback seen in the simulation is considerably weaker than the natural atmospheric variability, the actual observed feedback may be even weakermaking its identification very difficult.
Our ensemble experiments show a robust direct response to SAM-like SST perturbations that extends through the lower one kilometre of the atmosphere. There is also evidence for a dynamical, indirect response, that projects onto the dominant mode of atmospheric variability, and extends throughout the troposphere. However, the characteristics of this response is sensitive to whether the perturbation is applied within a coupled or uncoupled simulation. This response is detectable but much weaker than the atmosphere's internal natural variability. Nevertheless, there is strong evidence to suggest that air-sea interactions do increase the persistence of the SAM over interseasonal to annual timescales. 
